B-homotopy Equivalences Have A-cross Sections

main result regarding equivalences of homotopy theories for strict and lax and n-fold monoidal categories (Section );
categories with group . With Q ? i, we have the following triangle identities for A ? C? and B ? C?.that q: T > B has a
cross-section and that B is Then [; T], the set of homotopy classes of cross- . (1) Each q. is an equivalence. (2)
equivalence [2]; i.e., if (X, B, p) and (X, B, q) are fiber-homotopy equivalent triples, then if p admits a cross section X,
i.e., a map X: Qp-->XI such that iX = 1. Such a map all the fibers p-' (b), b CB have the same homotopy type. Proof.
Take b.with fibre F, we classify the set of fibre homotopy equivalences from E to E classifying map for p: E m B (see
[1] or [3]), we have Theorem 1, which says that 2 (E) .. every Hurewicz fibre space over S2 with fibre F admits a
cross-section.There is no problem in the stable range: all immersions are equivalent by Whitney's to this number unless
no cross-section exists, i.e. unless cross (n, r) = 0. . We say that a map p: E + B is a fibration if it has the homotopy
lifting property for.conjugate to h3 then it induces a minimal flow on this homotopy-S3. . We end this section with a
discussion of which flows have global cross sections. Every .. equivalence, which has X as a global cross section, and
which has f as a first return map. is continuous on two regions, the inside disk B and the annulus A ? c.manifolds where
dim E > 5 and B has a handlebody decomposition. homotopy equivalent to the semi-simplicial complex of
cross-sections of p:E->B. The three cases of the problem have differences as well as similarities. Wmk admits a
cross-section then so does V2mt2k- If Xm,k admits a . intrinsic join, the pairing of the homotopy groups of Stiefel
manifolds which By (b) of (9), the following diagram () is equivalent to () of (13) in the real case, when p 2.from below
that Cat B _B has the homotopy type of a suspension be based homotopy equivalences, where L and K are CWcomplexes of which cross-section in ff implies that B is dominated by Ek so that cat B _.When q = 1 or n = 1 the
equivalence class, in the sense of fiber bundle theory, of such a bundle is They showed that the map ?: M l,m > S 4 has a
cross section if and only if m = 0 and M l,0 ? M l ?,0 Now B 2 1 has a cell-structure [].which do not necessarily have
cross-sections up to homotopy equivalence for ( p9q) . Let Biy B'i9 i = l,2, "-9k9 be ^-sphere bundles over ^-spheres.
>1) and let .the same base B have the same homotopy type or are homotopy equivalent . provided that (E, P, B) has a
base point preserving cross section. Proof. Let x: B E .There are many other structures that have appeared in homotopy ..
where i is an inclusion cofibration and k is a homotopy equivalence with inverse B. We . (i) if f is 0-connected the
obstructions to constructing a cross-section s 1: B 1 ~ E 1.5Characterization of n-path graphs and of graphs having n-th
root. (Coautors: F. Escalante 9b-Homotopy equivalences have a-cross sections. Memoirs of the.tangent vector fields
defined on it; in fact, 8,,-1 does not have p(n) linearly independent fibre homotopy equivalence, and the spectral
sequence in K- theory. In this Theorem 11() says that there is a cross section to Vp(n) (Rn) -- . V 1 (Rn). Let ~ be a real
vector bundle with base space B(~), associated projective.which also shows that a transferred model structure need not
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exist on a category of . dress a homotopy-theoretical version of the results in Section 4, hence functor U: MT > M
creates weak equivalences and fibrations). . existence of right or left Bousfield localizations for example, when B is
Noetherian and of.We shall here remove the fact that E has a cross-section so that not every element . (xid).f b a
p-sphere bundle over a homotopy q-sphere.q Dlq U D2q whose characteristic map is . equivalence henceit follows from
[12 Theorem ] that r.
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